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#01

Gossip Girl (2021).



#01
SINOPSIS:
Nearly a decade after the conclusion of the ori-
ginal series, a new cast of Manhattan private 
schoolers takes the lead under the watchful 
eye of Gossip Girl, while demonstrating how 
much social media – and the landscape of New 
York City itself – has changed in the intervening 
years. 

GÉNERO:
American teen drama.



#02

Rick & Morty.



#02
SINOPSIS:

The show revolves around the adventures of 
the members of the Smith household, which 
consists of parents Jerry and Beth, their chil-
dren Summer and Morty, and Beth's father, 
Rick Sanchez. The adventures of Rick and 
Morty, however, take place across an infinite 
number of realities, with the characters trave-

lling to other dimensions through portals.

GÉNERO:
Adult animated science fiction sitcom.



#03

I may destroy you.



#03
SINOPSIS:
Arabella is a young Twitter-star-turned-
novelist in her late twenties who found fame 
with her debut book. While struggling to meet 
a deadline for her second book, she takes a 
break from work to meet up with friends on a 
night out. The following morning, she stru-
ggles to remember what happened to her...

GÉNERO:
British drama television serie.



#04

Big little lies.



#04
SINOPSIS:

At an elementary school in Monterey, California, a 
murder occurs at a school fundraiser, but neither 
the victim nor the murderer is revealed. Flashing 
back to the first day of school, the families of five 
first-graders are introduced. Madeline Martha 
Mackenzie is a strong-willed and wealthy alpha 
female in town with a first-grade daughter and tee-

naged daughter from an earlier marriage.

GÉNERO:
American drama television serie.



#05

The flight attendant.



#05
SINOPSIS:
American flight attendant Cassie  is a reckless alco-
holic who drinks during flights and spends her time 
having sex with strangers, including her passen-
gers. When she wakes up in a hotel room in Ban-
gkok with a hangover from the night before, she 
discovers the dead body of a man who was on her 
last flight lying next to her, his throat slashed. 

GÉNERO:
Black comedy mystery thriller.




